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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
First published in London in 1684, John Playford’s The Division Violin: Containing a
Collection of Divisions Upon Several Grounds for the Treble-Violin1 serves as a living snapshot
of the performance practice of the time. This valuable collection includes 30 written-out
examples of improvisations.2 These divisions reflect not only the development of the violin and
violin music, but also musical activities in late 17th-century London. The purpose of this study is
to investigate the art of improvisation and variation as well as the late 17th-century English violin
performance style, as demonstrated in Playford’s The Division Violin.
The term “division” was widely used in England during the 17th century. It refers to the
technique of improvised variation over a repeated four- or eight-bar ground bass, where the
treble part consists of variations suitable for the harmonic pattern of the bass line. “Diminution”
was the term used to describe similar practices in 16th- and early 17th-century Italy and is
generally considered to be the earliest documented type of instrumental ornamentation.3
In the treble part of a division, the melody or theme is known as the “ground,” which
usually consists of folk tunes, popular songs, or dance music. Some of these themes are based on
pre-existing grounds. For example, the contiguous divisions from The Division Violin by Davis
Mell and Thomas Baltzar (Nos. 11 and 12) are both based on an English traditional tune titled
“John Come Kiss Me Now.” The tune is structured on a 16th-century ground bass of Italian
origin, the so-called passamezzo moderno.4 The same ground bass also appeared in other

1

Hereafter cited as The Division Violin.
John Playford published the first two editions of The Division Violin right before his death (between 1686/1687).
In this dissertation, I will only examine works from the second edition (1685).
3
Judy Tarling, Baroque String Playing for Ingenious Learners (Corda Music, 2000), 38-41.
4
Passamezzo moderno was a popular ground bass in folk tunes and popular songs during the Renaissance period.
Its basic harmonic progression is: I—IV—I—V; I—IV—I, V—I.
2

1

countries but with different melodies and titles, such as “Boffons” (1646)5 by the Dutch
composer Jacob van Eyck.
Example 1 below shows the passamezzo moderno ground bass in both “John Come Kiss
Me Now” and “Boffons.” The ground bass of Ex. 1(a) “A Division on John Come Kiss by Mr.
David Mell” shares almost the same harmonic progression as Eyck’s division “Boffons” (except
measure 7), seen in Ex. 1(b). Both works are written in the key of G major.
Ex. 1. The passamezzo moderno ground bass.
(a) John Playford: No. 12, “A Division on John Come Kiss by Mr. David Mell,” The
Division Violin (1684), mm. 1-8. (The top line shows the folk tune “John Come
Kiss,” and passamezzo moderno is in the bass line.)

(b) Jacob van Eyck: Boffons (1646), mm. 1-8.

Russell Nelson’s thesis, “John Playford and the English Amateur Musician,” (1966)6
gives a clear definition of the ground and thorough discussion of its functions. Nelson’s thesis
also provides a detailed discussion about the method of composing a division, which had been
introduced in 1659 by viol virtuoso Christopher Simpson in his well-known treatise, The
Division Viol.

5

Jacob van Eyck, Der Fluyten Lust-hof II (Amsterdam, 1646).
Russell Clair Nelson, “John Playford and the English Amateur Musician” (Ph. D. Thesis, The University of Iowa,
1966), 221-254.

6
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In his paper, Simpson first introduced basic information about the viol, including its
construction, how to hold the instrument, and its playing techniques. Then he offered guidelines
to 17th-century viol performers about the method of playing divisions and improvising them
properly. This suggests to the researchers that an increasing number of musicians, professional
and amateur alike, were interested in playing divisions, making it an increasingly popular genre
in England towards the end of 17th century.
In Chapter Two, I will begin with an introduction of musical genres that were related to
the development of the violin throughout the 17th century in England. Prior to King Charles II’s
Restoration in 1660, violin music existed in three primary genres7: dance music, fantasia,8 and
variation. Dance music had been associated with the violin since its earliest documented use.9
Violins played simple melodies to accompany various dances. Fantasia and variation, by
contrast, were deeply influenced by the viol family and its more advanced and complicated
techniques. English violin music at this time had not yet developed its own playing idiom.
Instead, music for violin imitated and copied the viol’s playing style and technique.
After the Restoration, the violin gained a much more elevated social status and was
adopted by members of a rapidly growing middle class. I will first discuss the various factors
that contributed to the increasing number of amateur violin players during the second half of the
17th century: Charles II’s “24 violins,” the arrival of many foreign virtuosi, the increasing
number of violin publications, and the rise of public concerts.

7

David Boyden, The History of Violin Playing: from its origins to 1761 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965),
232.
8
A traditional English instrumental form from the Renaissance era, which has its roots in the art of improvisation.
9
Boyden, Op. cit., 234.

3

Divisions gradually replaced the traditional fantasias, becoming the favorite musical form
played by amateur violin players. I posit that there are three principal reasons for the popularity
of the English division during the second half of the 17th century:
1. Composers or performers chose folk tunes and popular songs as the themes upon
which to base their variations. These tunes were generally short and simple, with regular four- or
eight-measure phrases. Usually, amateur players were already familiar with the tunes.
2. Because of these tunes’ simple structure, amateur performers could enjoy playing
these improvised or written-out variations. For example, in “A new Horn-pipe” (No. 26) from
Playford’s The Division Violin, the Irish tune is repeated three times during the piece. Some
written-out improvisation is already realized between the tune’s recurrences in order to provide
amateur players with a basis for further improvisation. Furthermore, this piece does not have a
clearly written out ending, so it encourages performers to continue to improvise on their own, at
their discretion.
3. Performers can make their own decisions over the virtuosity of the pieces. They can
also incorporate different styles such as traditional English elements and foreign influences into
these variations. For example, in Playford’s The Division Violin, pieces requiring a more
challenging violin technique, i.e. double stops and scordatura, are printed alongside easier tunes
designed for the amateurs.
In order to understand the style and features of the English division during the 17th
century, we must first examine musical examples from the 16th-century Italian diminution
manuals. These treatises all served a similar purpose: to teach players how to improvise by
providing written-out examples and suggested ornamentation patterns. Performers were
expected to play these patterns over and over until they were memorized. They could then feel

4

free to use these figures in their own improvisations.10 A careful examination of the musical
examples in Chapter Three: The Art of Division will explain the changing styles of improvisatory
technique during the transition from the late Renaissance (mid 16th century) to the early Baroque
period (early 17th century).
In general, ornamentation during the 16th century consisted primarily of florid passages
with occasional leaps to consonant notes. When the music was written for multi-voiced parts,
ornaments or diminutions could be added in any part. The highest voice and bass lines were the
most common parts for which embellishments were added. The most characteristic feature of
ornamentation during this period was a melodic, or horizontal, progression, which filled in the
notes between intervals (Ex. 2).
Ex. 2. Diego Ortiz: “Recercada Tercera,” Tratado de glosas (1553), mm. 1-18. (The top melody
is mainly moving in stepwise motion. A long descending scale is presented from m. 9 to the
downbeat of m. 12.)

10

Bruce Dickey, “Ornamentation in Sixteenth-Century Music,” in A Performer’s Guide to Renaissance Music
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2007), 304.

5

By contrast, the new 17th-century concept featured the solo voice as the dominant
melodic line, giving new meaning and rhetorical importance to improvised ornamentation. With
the importance of the top voice, the older melodic aspect of 16th- and early 17th-century
ornamentation had shifted to a harmonic, or vertical, progression (Ex. 3).
Ex. 3. John Playford: No. 2, “A Division on a Ground by Paul Steeple,” The Division Violin
(1685), mm. 9-16. (The top line in mm. 13-14 shows the broken chords, and a zigzag motion is
presented in m. 15.)

No existing theses about The Division Violin discuss the performance practice of late
17th-century violin playing. During this period, composers were fully aware of musical rhetoric,
which meant that they made “consistent use of patterns and formal arrangements to engender in
an audience a sense of aesthetic satisfaction…that clarifies or heightens the intended effect of a
composition.”11 Hence, it is important to take into consideration musical rhetoric in order to
assess 17th-century violin performance issues.12 In the last part of this dissertation, I will use No.
5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” as an example providing playing suggestions based
on the knowledge and application of rhetorical and improvisatory styles. Through a detailed
analysis of musical ideas, rhythmic gestures, figural ornamentation, phrasing, and structure of the
selected division, readers will better understand how to play these divisions from a historically
informed point of view.

11

Christopher C. Hill, “Rhetoric,” The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, ed. Don Randel (Cambridge: The
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986), 698.
12
Julie Andrijeski, “Historical Approaches to Playing the Violin,” in A Performer’s Guide to Seventeenth-Century
Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2012), 192-193.
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CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH VIOLIN MUSIC IN THE 17TH CENTURY
2.1

Violin Music Before 1660
In the early 16th century, music was a regular part of life in the English court, and it

played an important role in establishing the standing and the authority of the throne. It is fitting
to trace the development of court music back to King Henry VIII. During his reign (1509-1547),
Henry VIII first established the string consort in Royal Music.13 Stringed instruments such as
lutes, rebecs, viols, and violins14 appeared in ensembles for the King’s private entertainment.15
Among these court musicians, Thomas Evans was the first string player to receive a regular post
at the Tudor Court.16 Even though it was common to play or listen to string music at court, there
is no mention of the King or other members of the royal family playing the violin. Presumably,
the violin was not considered a suitable instrument for a person of noble birth to play.
As the 16th century progressed, the music market was gaining a wider audience. During
the reign of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603), the court had to increase the number of foreign—
and particularly Italian—musicians to satisfy the demand for the best players. Nineteen of the
twenty-nine musicians in Elizabeth I’s royal consort were immigrants from Italy.17
Members of the 16th-century English courts were famous for their love of dancing. Since
dance music was prevalent at court on a daily basis, playing such music became the primary

13

Peter Holman, Four and Twenty Fiddlers—The Violin at the English Court 1540-1690 (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1993), 60.
14
The violins here refer to an earlier type of the instrument which is smaller and flatter than the treble viol. It was
held on the shoulder and played while standing. The early violin was commonly used for dance music by
professional players.
15
David Greer, “Henry VIII, King of England,” Grove Music Online, ed. Deane Root, accessed October 10, 2016,
http://oxfordmusiconline.com
16
Holman, Op. cit., 60.
17
The royal violin consort maintained a long period of stability after the accession of Elizabeth in 1558. There were
only nine changes of personnel during the forty-four years of her reign. See Holman, 104.
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responsibility of the court violinists. Violin parts were fairly common in dance collections
during this time. An example is Anthony Holborne’s dance collection: Pavans, Galliards,
Almains, and other short Aeirs both grave and light in five parts for Viols, Violins, or other
Musicall Winde Instruments (1599), in which he specifically mentions violins.
Other violin music during the Elizabethan era can also be found in the broken consort.
The “broken consort” means a group of diverse instruments coming from different families, such
as the winds and viol families. Although there was a large amount of consort music originally
written for the viol, the violin was increasingly specified as a substitute instrument. This was
possible because the instruments shared similar registers. The violin also became a favored
instrument in the English masque due to its close association with dance music.18 For example,
Thomas Campion’s masque celebrating Lord Hayes’s marriage (1607) specified the participation
of violins in certain dances and in the consorts that provided music for the dancing.19
Nevertheless, unlike the first Italian operas of this time, the English masques and consorts did
not start using the violin regularly until later in the second half of the 17th century.
In the first half of the 17th century, English composers began to arrange parts for the
violin from a pre-existing musical composition, the fantasia, which was traditionally associated
with viols. For example, William Lawes’ Fantazya calls for two violins, one bass viol, and a
written-out part for the organ.20 This work consists of two dances: alman and galliard. An
alman is a dance in moderate duple meter, which was frequently followed by a lively dance in
triple time, such as galliard. Both dances were popular during the early 16th and 17th centuries.

18

The English masque, analogous to the Italian intermedio and French ballet de cour, featured music for dancing
combined with a theatrical presentation. The masque was a genre of festive courtly entertainment that flourished in
16th- and early 17th-century England.
19
Thomas Campion’s Masque in Honour of the Marriage of Lord Hayes (1607) includes five parts. Each part was
led by a different consort or solo instruments. He mentioned the leader’s name at the beginning of each part.
20
William Lawes (1602-1645), an important court composer and musician from the Jacobean era, is best known for
his viol consort suites and his lyra viol music.
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We may recognize this work as a “fantasia-suite.”21 The genre represents a combination of the
polyphonic tradition of the viol fancy22 and the dance tradition associated closely with the
violin.23
The violin part in Lawes’ Fantazya has an elaborate melodic figuration, many
complicated rhythmic patterns, and leaping melodic progressions. This shows that English
composers during the early 17th century began writing with the violin idiom and technique in
mind. The complex figuration and rhythmic patterns are further evidence attesting to the
increasing popularity of the violin.
It is worth noting that English composers from the early 17th century were not much
interested in writing music for the solo violin. This is in marked contrast to the Italians, who
were experimenting with violin technique through the newly developed genre of the solo sonata.
The Italian-style solo sonata was neither published nor composed by English musicians until the
second half of the 17th century. William Young was the first English composer to write solo
sonatas for the violin (1653). However, these sonatas were published in Innsbruck, Austria, and
not in England. The style of these sonatas and techniques used also showed mainly continental
influences.
English composers were still more involved in writing music for polyphonic ensembles
than for solo instruments. Thus, a violin was only one of several parts in any given composition.
Furthermore, most of these works were mainly intended for the viol. One may conclude that
English violin music before the Restoration was mainly influenced by viol technique and its

21

Boyden, Op. cit., 233.
Fancy was an English form of fantasia in 16th- and 17th-century England.
23
Boyden, Op. cit., 233.
22

9

related musical forms, such as fantasia. It is unlikely that there were any violin-specific pieces
during the first half of the 17th century in England.
2.2

The Restoration Period

2.2.1

Charles II and His Violin Band
The Restoration of the English monarchy in 1660 was a pivotal event in 17th-century

England. During his long exile in France, King Charles II had clearly been influenced by French
culture, including French music. One of his first actions after returning to England was to
establish the “24 Violins” as well as a smaller band, the “Selected Band,” to serve at court
functions and for dancing. Both groups were inspired by Jean-Baptiste Lully’s violin band at the
court of King Louis XIV of France. In addition, Charles II invited French musicians to play at
his court and also sent English musicians to Paris to study. The latter group included violinist
John Banister, one of the best-known English musicians during the early Restoration period.
After Banister’s return from Paris in 1662, he was appointed a leader of Charles II’s violin
band.24 Later in 1667, the French violinist Luis Grabu (d. 1693) replaced John Banister as the
Master of the Selected Band.
Charles II’s preference for the violin in dance music was one of the factors that
accelerated the development of English violin music. His “detestation of Fancys”25 also
furthered the decline of the viol and English fantasias during the second half of the 17th century.
2.2.2

Foreign Violin Virtuosi
France was not the only European country to exert musical influence in Restoration

England. German and Italian violin virtuosi also introduced advanced playing techniques to the

24

John W. Hill, Baroque Music: Music in Western Europe 1580-1750 (New York: Norton, 2005), 359.
Roger North, the 17th-century English critic, mentioned in his Memoirs that Charles II “was a professed lover of
musick but of this kind only [dance music] and had an utter detestation of Fancys.”
25
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English. The German violinist Thomas Baltzar (c. 1631-1663) arrived in London around 1655.
According to John Evelyn, a diarist from the Restoration era, Baltzar “plaid on that single
Instrument a full Consort.”26 From Evelyn’s statement, we may infer that Baltzar used double
and triple stops to produce a chordal or polyphonic texture. Famous English writer Anthony à

Wood also reported after hearing Baltzar’s playing that “[he] would run up his fingers to the end
of the fingerboard of his violin.”27 His virtuosic playing style and technique were evident in two
solo violin works, both of which survived in Playford’s collection, The Division Violin: “A
Division on John Come Kiss Me Now” (No. 12), and “A Prelude for the Violin by Senior
Balshar” (No. 13).
Baltzar’s style and divisions were often compared to another well-known mid-17thcentury English violinist, Davis Mell (1604-1662). Both violinists contributed to the repertoire
with their divisions upon the ground “John Come Kiss Me Now.” They were published one after
another in the same violin collection. The two divisions present strikingly different styles and
call for different levels of playing. Mell’s division (No. 11) reflected the practice of the early
17th-century English division.28 His division is much simpler than Baltzar’s. In a more recent
study, Katherine Rogers’ thesis, “Written Fragments of an Oral Tradition: ‘Re-Envisioning’ the
Seventeenth-Century Division Violin,” points out that Mell’s division may have been played in a
live performance situation.29 In her research, Rogers discovered that the structure of Mell’s
division was not as polished as Baltzar’s version. For example, in Mell’s version, variations six

26

Esmond Samuel de Beer ed., The Diary of John Evelyn (London: Oxford University Press, 1959), 367.
Mary Cyr, Essays on the Performance of Baroque Music (Ashgate, 2008), 62.
28
Katherine L Rogers, “Written Fragments of an Oral Tradition: ‘Re-Envisioning’ the Seventeenth-Century
Division Violin” (M.A. Thesis, The University of Oregon, 2012), 91.
29
Ibid., 93-96.
27
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and eight were repeated later as variations eleven and thirteen. The repetition of entire variations
does not necessarily qualify as a strong structure in a written-out composition.30
By contrast, Baltzar’s division reflects the more sophisticated late 17th-century virtuosic
style from continental Europe. Wood makes an explicit comparison between Baltzar and Mell’s
playing that Baltzar “shew’d his most wonderful parts on that instrument, Mell was not so
admired; yet he played sweeter, and was a well bred gentleman and not given to excessive
drinking as Baltzar was.”31 University of Leeds Professor Emeritus and musicologist Peter
Holman further describes that “Baltzar, as we might expect from Wood’s comments, requires
more virtuosity from his player than Mell. He takes him regularly into third position—though no
where does he require him to ‘run his fingers to the end of the fingerboard’.”32 Baltzar’s
imaginative and virtuosic approach to chordal playing was also clearly shown in this division.
The two music excerpts (a) and (b) from Ex. 4 show the virtuosic double stops and chord
playing. The note “d” in m. 96 from excerpt (a) and the note “g” in m. 117 from excerpt (b)
require players to utilize the third position.
Ex. 4. John Playford: No. 12, “A Division on John Come Kiss by Senior Balshar,” The Division
Violin (1685).
(a) Variation 11, mm. 89-96.

30

Ibid.
Anthony Wood, The Life and Times of Anthony Wood (Oxford: Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon Press,
1891), 256-257.
32
Balzar’s two surviving works do not require violinists to play in high positions. There are only a few places that
ask players to play in the third position. See Peter Holman, Thomas Baltzar, 10.
31
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(b) Variation 14, mm. 113-120.

Another foreign violinist, Nicola Matteis (c. 1650-c. 1713) took England by storm during
the 1670s. His Italian cantabile style and various bow strokes and articulations, such as staccato
and messa di voce,33 as well as his Italian bow grip,34 made him the most influential violinist at
the end of the 17th century in England. Roger North, a 17th-century English critic, reported that
the influence of his bow grip was “immediately taken up by the best hands in a few years and
became the universal practice.”35 North also “claimed that ‘[Matteis’] bow was as long as…a
Base violl’ and that he ‘rested the instrument against his short ribbs.’”36 The long bow that
Matteis used and the new manner of holding the violin on his shoulder allowed violinists to
execute more demanding techniques.
Curiously, works by Matteis were not included in the original publication of The Division
Violin nor in any of its subsequent editions. Instead, as a pioneer, Matteis published his own
collections: Ayres for the Violin, despite the fact that it was uncommon to publish a collection by
a single composer as most late 17th-century publications were customarily grouped by musical
genres. The collection comprised four parts: Books 1 and 2 were first issued in 1676; Books 3

33

Messa di voce was an important Italian singing interpretive technique during the 17th and 18th centuries in Italy. It
is usually executed on a long note, which begins quietly, swells to full volume, and then diminishes to the original
quiet tone. It can also be considered as one of the bow ornamentations, which was known as the “bow vibrato.”
34
Matteis placed his thumb on the bow stick without touching the bow hair. This manner of holding the bow
allowed a smoother connection between notes.
35
John Wilson, ed., Roger North on Music (London: Novello and Co., 1959), 309.
36
Mary Cyr, “Violin Playing in Late Seventeenth-Century England: Baltzar, Matteis, and Purcell,” Performance
Practice Review, Vol. 8, No. 1 (1995): 61.
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and 4 followed in 1685. These volumes reflected the importance and popularity of Matteis’
playing and his works.
2.2.3

The Appearance of Public Concerts and Violin Treatises
During the late Restoration period, an increased number of public concerts inspired the

arrival of many foreign violin virtuosi. These concerts also provided opportunities for welltrained local musicians. Public concerts not only introduced the newest playing styles and
techniques, but also provided high quality performances to a growing middle-class population
that was eager to hear music but did not have the means to hire its own private household
musicians. In 1672, John Banister was the first musician to present a public concert at his house
in White Fryers.37
Simultaneously, the appearance of the first violin treatises during the last quarter of the
17th century reflect the flourishing amateur-player market in England. Many of these tutorials
were aimed primarily towards beginners, far below the level of professionals. John Lenton’s The
Gentleman’s Diversion (1693), T. Cross’ Nolens Volens or You shall learn to Play on the Violin
whether you will or no (1695), and Miller’s The Self-Instructor on the Violin or the Art of
Playing on that Instrument (1695) were the first extant treatises devoted exclusively to the violin.
In addition, English publishers from late 17th century started issuing music dedicated
solely to the violin. Examples include John Playford’s The Division Violin and Nicola Matteis’
Ayres for the Violin. Playford’s subtitle for The Division Violin is telling: Being the first Musick
of this kind made Publick. Although using such words in the title page of a collection was a
common marketing device used by late 17th-century publishers to promote their publications, The
Division Violin was indeed one of the first English violin variation collections.

37

Hugh Scott, “London’s Earliest Public Concerts,” The Musical Quarterly 22 (Oct., 1936): 446-457.
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The appearance and continuing publication of fundamental violin treatises and collections
for the music-loving middle class suggested that the violin was no longer an instrument played
solely by the professionals. It also demonstrated that late 17th-century publishers had an interest
in issuing beginning-level violin music. Such publications had become a viable financial
investment.
2.3

John Playford and his Violin Publications
John Playford, perhaps the most successful and influential music publisher in 17th-

century London, was born in Norwich in 1623. He worked as an apprentice under the publisher
John Benson around 1640 to 1647.38 By 1648, Playford had established his own shop on the
porch of the Temple Church. After these humble beginnings, he rose to dominate the London
publishing business for nearly the entire Commonwealth Period (1649-1660), as well as for
several years after the Restoration until his death c. 1686/87. Playford’s son, Henry Playford
(1657-1709), continued the family business.
John Playford was not always just a music publisher. In his early years, he published
political tracts related to the executions of royalist nobility and, more particularly, Charles I. For
his divisive behavior, Playford was arrested in 1649. After regaining his freedom, Playford
became a member of the Stationer’s Company to recover his good name and began to publish
music in 1651. The English Dancing Master (1651) was probably his first publication, and
remains his best-known publication today. It was republished many times through 1728. This
collection originally contained instructions for the English country dance, as well as 104 dance

38

John Benson (d. 1667) was a mid-17th-century London publisher who owned shops in Chancery Lane from 1635.
Later in 1640, he opened another shop at St. Dunstan’s Churchyard on Fleet Street, where John Playford worked for
seven years until 1647.
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tunes, which were probably set to the pochette.39 The collection is considered to be the largest
single source of English ballad airs from the 17th century. Although many of the tunes were
attributed to Playford’s name, he likely did not write any of them. These melodies had been
circulated orally for years in England prior to publication.
Other important publications from Playford include A Breefe Introduction to the Skill of
Musick (1654) and Apollo’s Banquet for the Treble Violin (1669). The Introduction is a
handbook about fundamental music theory and practice. It, too, was reissued in many
subsequent editions between 1654 and 1730. Playford’s role was compiler and editor of the
instructional writings from 16th- and 17th-centuries theoretical works. He dedicated a whole
section of the publication for instructions and lessons in the art of viol and treble violin playing.
The French bow grip40 was first introduced by him in this book.
Playford’s Apollo’s Banquet is a dance collection of 212 tunes for amateur violin players.
It contains jigs, country dance tunes, ballad tunes, hornpipes, marches, Scottish folk songs,
masque and theater melodies, and French dances.41 A few tunes from this collection were used
as themes for variations and were published later in Playford’s The Division Violin. One such
example is “The Tune of Farrinel’s Ground, to the Song of All joy to Great Caesar” (No. 72).
20th-century researcher Peter Alan Munstedt categorizes Playford’s numerous musical
publications into five groups: reprints of previous music publications, music theory, secular

39

Pochette is a very small violin designed to fit in a pocket. It is also known as a kit violin, or dancing master’s kit.
The instrument was commonly used by dance masters in royal courts for teaching dance to students during the 16th
and early 17th centuries.
40
The French bow grip was commonly used during early 17th-century France. It was associated with Lully’s
orchestra. According to Playford, the bow was held in the right hand between the ends of the thumb and three
fingers. The thumb is being placed upon the bow hair and the nut, and the three fingers rest on the wood. See A
Breefe Introduction to the Skill of Musick (London, 1654), 127.
41
The full title of the fifth (1687) and sixth (1690) editions reveal its contents: Apollo’s Banquet, containing
Instructions, and Variety of New Tunes, Ayres, Jiggs, and several New Scotch Tunes for the Treble Violin, To which
is added, the Tunes of the Newest French Dances. The exact title of the first edition of 1669 is not known.
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vocal music, instrumental music, and sacred music.42 Among these publications, Playford’s
early instrumental music was intended for beginners. They usually contained relatively simple
music as well as fundamental guidelines for instrumental playing (in the preface section).
Even though Playford targeted the middle class and avoided publishing music beyond the
capability of most amateurs, his last publication, The Division Violin, required a fairly advanced
playing technique. Unlike his other instrumental music, he omitted the fundamental instructions
from this book and assumed that his readers were already familiar with the violin.

42

Peter Alan Munstedt, “John Playford, Music Publisher: A Bibliographical Catalogue” (Ph. D Thesis, University of
Kentucky, 1983), 72-100 passim.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ART OF THE DIVISION
The purpose of this chapter is to help readers understand the progression of 16th-century
Italian diminution practice and how it relates to the English division of the 17th century.
Information about the improvised division tradition of 16th-century Italy is mainly
contained in the diminution manuals. Structurally, most 16th-century diminution manuals share a
similar two-part format. In the first part, authors list various melodic intervals (e.g., ascending
second or descending fourth) and all their possible divisions. In the second part, authors provide
their own embellished versions based on pre-existing motets, madrigals, and chansons written by
early Renaissance composers, such as Palestrina, Lasso and Rore. These manuals were written
for both instrumental and vocal practices. Readers were expected to learn the art of diminution
by playing such musical examples repeatedly until they could incorporate all the segments as
their own.
A brief overview of important diminution manuals follows. Collectively, their existence
span a period of nearly 100 years. By examining these Italian diminution treatises, we are able
to track the progression of the changing practice of improvisation from the old 16th-century
“stepwise-passaggi” (horizontal) style to the new “expressive” (vertical) style of the early 17th
century. The manuals I will explore in this chapter were written by notable musicians such as
Sylvestro Ganassi (1535), Diego Ortiz (1553), Girolamo Dalla Casa (1584), Giovanni Bassano
(1585), Giovanni Luca Conforti (1593), Giovanni Battista Bovicelli (1594), Giulio Caccini
(1602), and Francesco Rognoni (1624).
3.1

The 16th-Century Italian Diminution Manuals
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3.1.1

Opera intitulata Fontegara (1535) by Silvestro Ganassi
Ganassi played both the recorder and viol at high levels. He wrote treatises for each

instrument.43 His Opera intitulata Fontegara,44 published in 1535, is not only considered to be
the first diminution manual of the 16th century in Italy, but also a highly detailed method book
for the recorder. Ganassi believed that the aim of a recorder player was to imitate the human
voice.45 He discussed various recorder techniques such as breath pressure, tonguing, and
fingering suggestions with the specific aim of making the instrument sound more like a singer.
In Fontegara, Ganassi explained that a division can be created through the employment
of three basic elements: rhythm, melody, and meter (proportion). Depending on how one used
these elements, his divisions could be categorized as either “simple” or “compound” in form. In
a “simple” division, all three elements remain unchanged throughout the division. In
“compound” form, however, only one or two elements stay “simple,” while the rest of the
elements become “compound.” It was also possible for all three elements to be “compound.”46
Table 1. Ganassi’s “simple” and “compound” divisions and their three elements.

Rhythm

Melody

Meter

Simple
Each ground note is
divided evenly into the
same length.
The same melodic group
is played throughout the
whole division.
Only one time signature is
used throughout the
division.

43

Compound
Each ground note is divided
into a mixture of note
values.
Different melodic groups
are used to divide each
ground note in the division.
Various time signatures are
used in the division.

He published his viol treatise Regola rubertina in Venice, 1542.
Hereafter cited as Fontegara.
45
Dickey, Op. cit., 308.
46
Katherine Rogers’ dissertation classifies Ganassi’s divisions into four types: Simple, Compound, Special
Compound, and Compound in all three ways. See Rogers, Op. cit., 49-50.
44
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Unlike other diminution manuals in the 16th century, Ganassi’s Fontegara did not provide
ornamented examples of complete works. Rather, he created a unique system of dividing certain
intervals (e.g., ascending or descending 2nd, 3rd, etc.) into proportions of 4, 5, 6, or 7 notes. In
addition, he wrote 175 variation examples over the same cadence. His diminution treatise
presents the most inventive ornamentations during the 16th century in Italy.
3.1.2

Trattado de glosas (1553) by Diego Ortiz
Ortiz’s diminution treatise is intended for the amateur viol players. As with other

standard 16th-century diminution manuals, this book includes two sections. The first part
provides various intervals and possible diminution samples, while the second part, in contrast to
Ganassi, presents complete madrigals and chansons with Ortiz’s suggested ornamentations.
Notably, his divisions contained simple rhythmic patterns such as flowing eighth notes, gentle
syncopations, and only a few dotted rhythms.
3.1.3

Il vero modo di diminuir (1584) by Girolamo Dalla Casa
Dalla Casa published his Il vero modo di diminuir in 1584, when he was serving as

maestro de’concerti at San Marco in Venice. Instead of including an entire original composition
followed by his ornamentation suggestions, Dalla Casa presents the work phrase by phrase,
alternating phrases with his own embellished versions. This arrangement shows Dalla Casa’s
improvisatory style to emphasize the clarity of each phrase. His ornamentation style features
smooth and sequential melodic movements with predominantly sixteenth-note patterns. In the
latter part of his treatise, Dalla Casa shows bursts of rapidly moving rhythmic patterns such as
groups of sixteenth notes leading to a quarter note. The alternations between these two
contrasting rhythmic groups abruptly stop the rhythmic flow of the division and become one of
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the featured ornamentation styles toward the end of the 16th century.47 Example 5 shows Dalla
Casa’s smooth ornamentation style with groups of sixteenth notes. Notice the rhythmic gesture
“treplicate” (sextuplets) in mm. 21-22, which Dalla Casa used frequently in his diminutions.
Ex. 5. Girolamo Dalla Casa: “Petite fleur,” Il vero modo di diminuir (1584), mm. 21-23.

3.1.4

Ricercate, passaggi et cadentie per potersi esercitar nel diminuir terminatamente con
ogni sorte d’istrumento (1585) by Giovanni Bassano
Bassano divided his diminution manual into three sections: Ricercata, Passaggi

Diminuiti, and Cadentie Diminuite. In his diminutions, Bassano used the traditional stepwise
melodic progressions. The complex rhythmic patterns, however, made his ornamentations
appear more virtuosic than other diminutions from earlier in the 16th century. He frequently used
rhythmic patterns such as dotted rhythms, groups of an eighth note with two sixteenth notes, and
one sixteenth note followed by groups of thirty-second notes (see Ex. 6, mm. 44-45).
Ex. 6. Giovanni Bassano: “Ricercata Prima,” Ricercate, passaggi et cadentie (1585), mm. 44-47.

Bassano wrote his diminution manual primarily for ensemble playing. Even though he
offers inner voices opportunities to improvise, the emphasis is still with the soprano and bass
lines. Some of his works were known to the English composer Thomas Morley (1557/1558-

47

Dickey, Op. cit., 310.
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1602), who published them in his own collection with English translation in London.48 This
improvised division for ensemble playing may have influenced the English division later in the
17th century. Christopher Simpson discussed the division for two viols in his The Division
Viol;49 John Playford also included a division for two violins.50
3.1.5

Breve e facile maniera (1593) by Giovanni Luca Conforti
Conforti was a prominent composer and singer active in late 16th-century Italy. His

diminution treatise represents a vocal style which features smooth and flowing passaggi. His
melodic lines tend to move in stepwise motions with regular rhythmic patterns. He wrote his
treatise to teach beginners to sing and improvise divisions in short order.51 Therefore, Conforti
kept his treatise in a simple and approachable style. Moreover, he developed a special notation
system which allowed him to show as many ornamentation examples on a single page, clearly
and efficiently. Figure 1 shows the unique notation system he used in his treatise. For example,
in measure 1, Conforti presented an ascending second from note “b” to note “c” with three
possible divisions.

48

Some of Bassano’s canzonettas were known to the English viol player Thomas Morley and printed in his Little
Short Songs to Foure Voyces in London in 1597.
49
Christopher Simpson, The Division Viol (London, 1665), 57-58.
50
See No. 24, “A Division on a Ground for two Violins, by Mr. Robert Smith” from John Playford’s The Division
Violin (London, 1685).
51
Dickey, Op. cit., 313.
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Figure 1. Facsimile of Conforti’s Breve e facile maniera (1593), p. 3.
3.1.6

Regole, passaggi di musica, madrigal et motetti passegiati (1594) by Giovanni Battista
Bovicelli
Bovicelli, an Italian music theorist and singer from the early Baroque era, is the author of

Regole, passaggi di musica, madrigal et motetti passegiati. His diminution treatise features
virtuosic and extravagant vocal ornamentation, prevalent at the end of the 16th century. This
treatise follows the traditional two-part format for diminution manuals. In the first part,
Bovicelli lists common diminutions of different melodic intervals. In the second part, he lists the
original songs on the top line with his embellished melodies below. Readers can easily compare
the differences between the original and the ornamented versions.
In Bovicelli’s diminutions, smooth flowing rhythms, like the ones in Ortiz’s divisions
from the mid-16th century, are gone. Instead, Bovicelli used dotted rhythms liberally, and in a
constantly changing manner. He ceased to use the classic florid passaggi style and began to
apply specific graces (ornaments added to a single note) such as tremolo, gruppo, accento, and
intonatio. A brief explanation of these graces is listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Common graces in Bovicelli’s diminutions.
Tremolo
Gruppo

Accento

Intonatio

The ornament is used for any kind of fluctuations on a
note. It could be a fluctuation of pitch or intensity.52
A very common cadential ornament at the end of the 16th
century. The basic gruppo form involves alternating notes
repeating between the leading tone and the tonic, and
often with a turn at the end.
The ornament is a dotted figure filling in (as quick passing
notes) or expanding (as neighbor notes) a written interval.
Bovicelli’s diminutions featured many examples of this
type of ornament.
An ornament appears on the first note of a piece (or at the
beginning of a phrase) that performers play the note from
a third below, and then rising in stepwise motion to the
main note with a dotted figure.

Example 7 shows the different types of graces that Bovicelli used in his diminution. He
was especially famous for using accenti, or dotted figures, on strong beats in his divisions.53
This served to create dissonance and to present the expressive style. His emphasis on virtuosic
techniques and ample embellishment in divisions sometimes made it difficult to recognize the
original compositions. Later, Caccini revised these ornamentations and allowed only accenti to
be used in divisions for rhetorical purposes in his Le Nuove musiche.
Ex. 7. Battista Bovicelli: “Anchor che col Partire,” Regole, passaggi di musica (1594). The
original cantus is written by Cipriano de Rore (1515/16-1565).
(a) mm. 1-4.

52
53

Ibid., 315-317.
Ibid., 319.
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(b) mm. 27-28.

3.1.7

Le Nuove musiche (1602) by Giulio Caccini
Caccini was an Italian composer, singer, and instrumentalist of the late Renaissance and

early Baroque period. He published his Le Nuove musiche in Florence in 1602. Caccini believed
that textual clarity was essential to a good style of vocal ornamentation. In his preface, he
described elements of the new style of singing and emphasized that ornamentation should only
be used to support the meaning of the text. He considered heavily embellished ornaments and
virtuosic displays of divisions to be undesirable, and to be only used by musicians who were
unable to sing elegantly. Caccini emphasized rhetorically affected ornamentation and used very
few passaggi on long syllables and only at the final cadences. His style of ornamentation can be
categorized into two types of graces: melodic devices and dynamic effects.54
Table 3. Caccini’s graces.
Melodic devices
trillo
gruppo
accento
intonatio
3.1.8

Dynamic effects
messa di voce
esclamatione55

Selva de varii passaggi (1620) by Francesco Rognoni
Francesco Rognoni, son of Riccardo Rognoni,56 published his two-part diminution

54
Bruce Dickey, “Ornamentation in Early Seventeenth-Century Italian Music,” in A Performer’s Guide to
Seventeenth-Century Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2012), 302-309.
55
A type of dynamic ornament which features diminuendo on a long note after a sharp attack at the beginning.
56
Riccardo Rognoni published his diminution manual Passaggi per potersi essercitare nel diminuire in 1592 in
Venice. His treatise featured sequential patterns based on stepwise movements.
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treatise Selva de varii passaggi in Venice in 1620.57 The first part is devoted solely to the voice
and the second is intended for the string and wind instruments. Similar to Caccini’s
embellishment preference, Rognoni preferred small-scale ornaments over virtuosic passaggi.
Just like Caccini, he described the importance of expressing text in the preface of his treatise. As
a violin virtuoso, he also discussed how to improve the violin’s innate “harsh and rasping” sound
by using gentle bowing.58
3.1.9

The Difference of Diminution Manuals between the Late 16th and Early 17th Centuries
The years between 1580 and 1620 were a prolific period for the production of Italian

diminution manuals. Italian music theorist of the late Renaissance and early Baroque period,
Aurelio Virgiliano, proposed ten rules of diminution (see Appendix B) in his Il dolcimelo (c.
1600), which was the epitome of the 16th-century traditional diminution style. His rules mainly
described the melodic and harmonic movement of an improvised passaggio.
In summary, stepwise motion is the most common melodic progression to be seen in 16thcentury diminutions (rule No. 1); the division notes should be alternated by good (consonant)
and bad (dissonant) notes (rule No. 2); and all the diminution notes must leap to a consonant note
(rule No. 3). Virgiliano specifically mentioned the structure of a passaggi (rule No. 4): the
original note should be played at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the measure.
According to this rule, a passaggio can be further divided into a two-part structure. In the first
part, the melody departs from the original note and then returns to the same note, and in the
second part, the melody moves from that original note to the next one59 (Ex. 8).

57
Both Riccardo and Francesco Rognoni’s diminution treatises were rooted firmly in late 16th-century Milanese
diminution tradition, which emphasized solo voice ornamentation rather than multi-voice ornamentation.
58
Sergio Latters and Marina Toffetti, “Francesco Rognoni Taeggio,” Grove Music Online, ed. Deane Root, accessed
October 12, 2016, http://oxfordmusiconline.com
59
Dickey, Op. cit., 305.
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Ex. 8. 8. Battista Bovicelli: Regole, passaggi di musica (1594), p. 12.

Original note

Original note

Original note

The vocal diminution manuals from the late 16th century reinforced the extent to which
musicians began paying increased attention to the importance of the clarity and expression of the
text towards the end of the century.60 For instance, Bovicelli’s diminutions first declared the
“new style” of improvised ornamentation. Bovicelli suggested using large number of the graces
(i.e., accenti) and complex rhythmic figures instead of traditionally elaborate passaggi.
However, his heavy embellishments made the original melody hard to be identified. In contrast,
Caccini emphasized the expression of the music itself and in making connections to the meaning
of the text. This contributed to the growing emphasis on rhetorical effect during the early
Baroque period. The traditional passaggi were replaced by various types of graces.
Furthermore, Baroque composers from the early 17th century created dynamic ornaments such as
messa di voce and esclamatione to help express human emotions. They also preferred using
various rhythmic gestures such as dotting, back-dotting (also known as Lombard rhythm or
Scotch snap), an eighth note with two sixteenth notes or their reverse (also known as dactyl and
anapaest61) for rhetorical purposes. These rhythmic patterns became popular and were widely
used in English divisions in the late 17th century. I will discuss the influence of Italian
diminution practice on the 17th-century English divisions in the next part of the chapter.

60
61

Rogers, Op. cit., 62-63.
Judy Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric (Corda Music, 2004), 178.
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3.2

Simpson’s The Division Viol
Christopher Simpson (c. 1602/06-1669) was a virtuoso viol player, theorist, and

composer. He published his most famous viol treatise, The Division Viol, or, The Art of Playing
Ex tempore upon a Ground,62 in 1659. With the great success of the book, he soon reprinted it in
1665 with a Latin translation presented alongside the English text.63 The Division Viol is
considered to be the best source of information regarding 17th-century English division playing.64
The treatise consists of three parts. The first, “Of the Viol itself, with instructions to play
upon it,” provides the readers with basic information about the choices of the viols and the
division viols65, the basic posture of holding the instrument and the bow, the tuning and the range
of the viol, fingerings, bowings, and playing techniques. Simpson devoted a considerable
amount of space to the different types of graces at the end of the first part.66 He further
illustrated these graces in live performances (Figure 2). His system was clear and easily
understood by the readers of the treatise. Later, the French composers Jean-Henri D’Anglebert
(1689)67 and François Couperin (1713)68 also provided similar tables of ornaments in the
prefaces of their clavier collections.

62

Hereafter cited as The Division Viol.
The cover page of the second edition reveals the full title of the book: The Division-Viol, OR, The Art of
PLAYING Ex tempore upon a GROUND: DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS.
64
Russell Clair Nelson, “John Playford and the English Amateur Musician” (Ph. D. Thesis, The University of Iowa,
1966), 228.
65
The division viol is an English form of the bass viola da gamba used around the middle of the 17th century. The
size of the instrument is in-between the bass and the lyra viol. Its performance style is essentially linear. Therefore,
it was used for the performance of improvisatory melodies.
66
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Figure 2. Facsimile of Simpson’s table of grace notes, The Division Viol (1667), p. 12.

The second part, “Use the Concords, or a Compendium of Descant,” is a short music
theory lesson that teaches the readers about counterpoint, intervals, chords, and compositions in
multiple voices.
In the last part, “The Method of Ordering Division to a Ground,” Simpson discusses at
length the art of improvising division on a ground bass. In this section, he distinguishes his
divisions into three categories. They are breaking the ground, descant, and mixed division:69
1. Breaking the ground: the performer breaks or divides the ground note in various
rhythmic and melodic patterns according to division rules.
2. Descant: the performer is not required to present each ground note in the division
part, but has to substitute any appropriate consonant note, depending upon the rules of
good harmony and voice leading.
3. Mixed division: this type of division incorporates features of the two types mentioned
above. Simpson acknowledges that this type of division requires higher skills from
the performer.
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Simpson, Op. cit., 28-36.
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From these three types of divisions, Simpson further suggests to his readers five different
division techniques for improvising divisions:
i. Divide the same ground note into smaller values, or replace it to the octave above or
below (Ex. 9a).
ii. Use graces such as turns, mordent, or gruppo to fill up the intervals between two
ground notes (Ex. 9b).
iii. Use stepwise motion (or passing notes) to move to the next ground note. A consonant
leap and passing notes combination is also allowed (Exs. 9c1 & 9c2).
iv. Use broken chord: incorporating ground notes into chords by using consonant leaps
(Ex. 9d).
v. Stepwise motion first to a consonant note (scale degrees of 3rd, 5th, or octave), then
transition to the next ground note (Ex. 9e).
Ex. 9. Christopher Simpson: The Division Viol (1667), pp. 28-30.

Following the written portion of his treatise, Simpson includes eight completely writtenout division example under the title of “Division for the practice of Learners.” These divisions
provide readers with ideas about different ways of improvising a division. Example 10
illustrates the five division techniques Simpson mentions in his treatise.
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Ex. 10. Simpson: Divisions for the practice of Learners, The Division Viol (1667).

In summary, Simpson used smooth melodic motion to approach ground notes with
combinations of consonant leaps. He also liked to incorporate broken chords into his divisions.
Nonetheless, except for these specific techniques, his presentation of division examples in The
Division Viol are similar to those found in the Italian diminution manuals of the 16th century.70
Christopher Simpson was the first person to codify the rules of the English division from
the beginning to the middle of the 17th century. His The Division Viol not only presented clear
textual instructions, but also included numerous musical examples and illustrations. He showed
the readers step-by-step procedures to improvise a division through text. The Division Viol also
provided information regarding performance practice during 17th-century England. At the end of
the treatise, Simpson included eleven complete preludes and eight divisions.71
The success of The Division Viol precipitated the publication of later division collections,
including Playford’s The Division Violin and The Division Flute (1706) by John Walsh.72 By the
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second half of the 17th century, division playing had achieved a high degree of popularity among
amateur players in England.
3.3

Playford’s The Division Violin
Although The Division Violin by John Playford had undergone six editions that were

frequently republished between 1684 and 1730,73 Playford only issued the first two editions of
this collection in 1684 and 1685, respectively. The latter was also his last publication before his
death in 1686/87.
As Playford mentioned in the preface that he had “made several new Additions, specially
two excellent Divisions upon a Ground, composed by that famous Master of Musick Mr.
Anthony Poole,” the second edition of The Division Violin from 1685 includes thirty written-out
variation examples. Among these works, three are preludes (Nos. 13, 15, and 17) played by the
solo violin. Unlike other divisions from the collection, these preludes do not contain a regularly
repeated phrase structure, nor include a ground bass to support the harmony. Instead, they are
written for showing off the virtuosic playing technique of a performer under the free,
improvisatory style.
Playford claims in the title that the collection contains “divisions upon several grounds.”
The grounds here serve as the original prototype for the divisions that follow. Moreover, he
prints out the “ground bass” at the end of each division. These ground basses are usually four,
eight, or sixteen-measures long, and are expected to be played repeatedly throughout the piece
while the soloist plays the variations in the treble part. This type of variation is known as the
“basso ostinato variation.”74
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Although both the terms “ground” and “ground bass” include the word “ground,” they
serve different functions and refer to different lines of the music. In order to understand the
structure of late 17th-century English variations, one needs to first differentiate the function of the
“ground” and the “ground bass.”
There are several divisions that used titles from popular tunes at the time. Examples
include divisions on grounds by “Paul Steeple” (Nos. 2 and 18), “John Come Kiss Me Now”
(Nos. 11 and 12), and “Old Simon the King” (No. 4). In these works, the tune or theme appears
in the treble part at the very beginning of each piece, which is also known as the “ground.”
Variations then follow based on this ground. In the lower line, the ground bass has no melodic
function and only provides simple harmonic support throughout the piece.
We may conclude that the “ground” plays a crucial role in The Division Violin, as it may
appear as a popular tune in the treble line. The less important “ground bass” was sometimes
added after the composition was finished.75 “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Reading” (No. 1) is
a good example. The four-bar “ground bass” was added to match the realized variations. As a
result, the constant dissonance between the “ground bass” and the treble line proves its addition
was not always successful.76
It is interesting to compare the different examples of grounds between Simpson’s and
Playford’s collections included on the following pages. In them, the different perception towards
the function of the ground becomes clear. In Simpson’s example, he lists the ground by itself at
the beginning of each division (Figure 3). It shows Simpson’s tendency to emphasize its
importance. He instructs his readers to play the ground separately several times before they start
improvising or playing the divisions.
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Figure 3. Facsimile of Simpson’s Divisions for the practice of Learners, The Division Viol
(1667), p. 54.
Playford, in contrast, only states his ground once at the beginning with ground bass
accompaniment (Figure 4). In addition, he prints his ground bass following the end of the
division (Figure 5). Unlike Simpson’s tutorial purpose for writing his treatise, Playford’s
intention is to offer violinists music that is “ready to play,” instead of teaching them how to
improvise. The ground bass here is usually played by the keyboard, a low string instrument, or a
plucking instrument while accompanying the treble line.

Figure 4. Facsimile of Playford’s No. 11, “A Division on John come kiss by Mr. David Mell,”
The Division Violin (1685), mm. 1-18.

Figure 5. Facsimile of ground bass, “A Division on John come kiss by Mr. David Mell,” The
Division Violin (1685).
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Although almost all ground basses from Playford’s collection avoid complex rhythmic
changes, there are still several exceptions.77 The two divisions, “A Division on a Ground by Mr.
Paulwheel” (No. 3) and “Another Division on Mr. Paulwheel’s Ground by Mr. Banister” (No. 8),
share the same ground bass (Ex. 11). The bass line plays a more elaborate ground bass in both
works. Unlike other ground basses that hold the same note throughout entire bars (Ex. 12), the
ground bass notes from Nos. 3 and 8 show a faster rhythmic progression and change on almost
every beat. Furthermore, Paulwheel’s ground is presented in what we call today a binary form.
Both halves of the piece consist of five measures: the first half stops on a semi-cadence, and the
second half ends on the tonic (Ex. 11).
Ex. 11. John Playford: No. 3, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Paulwheel,” The Division Violin
(1685), ground bass, mm. 1-10.

Ex. 12. John Playford: No. 2, “A Division on a Ground by Paul Steeple,” The Division Violin
(1685), ground bass, mm. 1-8.

In Paulwheel’s division, we are able to observe all three types of divisions that Simpson
discussed in his treatise.78 We begin by examining the melodic progression in the theme (mm. 15) from No. 3 (Ex. 13). Both treble and bass parts move in parallel motion from measure 1 to
measure 3. Then, the treble part starts moving in contrary motion to the bass part in measure 4.
Finally, both voices end on the tonic in measure 5. The first three bars can be categorized as an
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example of the “descant” division because the ground notes are substituted with consonant
chords.
Ex. 13. John Playford: No. 3, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Paulwheel,” The Division Violin
(1685), mm. 1-5.

Variations 4 and 5 prove to be examples of “breaking the ground” because the ground
notes are divided into smaller rhythmic and melodic patterns (Ex. 14).
Ex. 14. John Playford: No. 3, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Paulwheel,” The Division Violin
(1685), Var. 4, mm. 21-25.

Variation 3 represents the mixed division that divides the ground notes by using the two
division types mentioned above, which are “breaking the ground” and “descant” (Ex. 15).
Ex. 15. John Playford: No. 3, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Paulwheel,” The Division Violin
(1685), Var. 3, mm. 16-20.
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In the opening measures of Mr. Banister’s division (No. 8), he uses many leaping
intervals, including zigzag motions and triadic figures that show a more virtuosic technique
based on the same ground bass (Ex. 16).
Ex. 16. John Playford: No. 8, “Another Division on Mr. Paulwheel’s Ground by Mr. Banister,”
The Division Violin (1685), mm. 1-5.

In contrast to his earlier publications, Playford did not include any written descriptions
about violin playing in The Division Violin. One of the reasons was due to the fact that many
pre-existing treatises were already dedicated to beginning violinists, as stated in the previous
chapter, and playing the violin had become one of the most popular activities among the middle
class at the end of the 17th century in London. In addition, Playford had provided fundamental
guidelines in his previous violin collections, such as those published with the Apollo’s Banquet.
His intention for The Division Violin was probably not only to supply simpler music to violin
beginners, but also because Playford had noticed the increased demand from higher-level
amateur players who were no longer satisfied by playing simpler pieces. The Division Violin
was geared towards both of the beginning and higher-level amateur players. Among the
advanced playing techniques included in Playford’s The Division Violin are scordatura, double
stops, fast running passages, string crossings, and large intervallic leaps. The two additional
divisions by Anthony Poole in the 1685 edition confirmed Playford’s keen sense as a successful
businessman, as they are both lengthy and require more advanced playing techniques. Playford
even included detailed instructions on how many times the binary ground bass needed to be
repeated before concluding (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Facsimile of Playford’s instructions for the ground bass in No. 29, “A Division on a
Ground, by Mr. Anthony Poole.”
Although Playford did not include any text in the latest collection, the image from the
cover page still provides basic information about late 17th-century violin playing. In this fullpage illustration (Figure 7), a well-dressed gentleman wears his wig, sits in a chair, and plays the
violin with music in front of him. There are several musical instruments decorating the wall
behind him. To the right side of the image, there is an oversized violin and bow, showing the
instrument in much detail. This illustration provides background about how a 17th-century
middle-class violinist would play music at home. The posture of holding the violin on his collar
bone also reinforces the knowledge regarding how a 17th-century violinist holds the violin.

Figure 7. Cover page, The Division Violin (1685).
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Divisions from this collection were written by violinist-composers who were active in
London between the mid-17th century and the early 1680s. Playford lists the names of the
composers in the titles to each division. It seems likely that Playford obtained these divisions
either through attending live performances, or by receiving manuscripts directly from the
composers. If so, these divisions are a direct transmittal of these professional violinists’ playing
styles and techniques. Because these composers came from varied backgrounds, including
foreign visitors, local musicians, famous virtuosi, and everyday musicians, the divisions in this
collection reflect a wide range of technical difficulty and musical style.
Ex. 17. John Playford: No. 16, “A Division on a Ground by Cornel van Schmelt,” The Division
Violin (1685), mm. 41-47.

Although a handful of pieces have extensive variations, “A Division on a Ground by
Cornel van Schmelt” (No. 16) contains a theme and two variations only. The stepwise thirtysecond note passagi section, plus the written out trills, are both reminiscent of Ortiz from the late
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16th-century Italian diminution tradition (Ex. 17). There are a few divisions that include written
out ornamentations. One such instance is the use of gruppo in No. 9, “A Division on a Ground
by Mr. Christopher Simpson”. These provide examples of divisions which were influenced by
the late 16th- and early 17th-century improvisatory style.
As mentioned before, Playford acquired the divisions either by attending live
performances or by receiving music from composers directly. Today, by observing the structure
of these pieces, I surmise that these divisions were either written out by composers before they
were published, or that they were dictations taken from live performances. Live-performance
divisions include examples such as “A Division on a Ground by Old Simon the King” (No. 4),
“Another Division on a Ground by Mr. P. B.” (No. 22), and “Johney Cock thy Beaver” (No. 23).
These divisions all end rather suddenly on a quarter note, without any harmonic or rhythmic
preparation for the ending. This suggests that the music may keep going at the performer’s
discretion. The lack of fermata signs at the end of these divisions also imply that these works
may continue (Ex. 18).
Ex. 18. John Playford: No. 4, “A Division on a Ground by Old Simon the King,” The Division
Violin (1685).
(a) Theme, mm. 1-4.

(b) Ending, mm. 81-84.
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Other divisions show the composers had planned out the structure of the pieces. They
organized their divisions starting from a simple rhythmic pattern (Ex. 19a), then gradually
layered the patterns in a more complex manner. They used clear musical ideas in each of their
variations. Sometimes they wrote a slower section immediately preceded by a fast section,
followed by another fast section. Usually, these written-out divisions restate the theme at the end
of the work, so the audience may expect that the ending of the piece is near (Ex. 19b). Examples
of this kind of division include “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell” (No. 5) and “A second
Division on the same Ground by Paul Steeple” (No. 18).
Ex. 19. John Playford: No. 18, “A Division on a Ground by Paul Steeple,” The Division Violin
(1685).
(a) Theme, mm. 1-8.

(b) Ending, mm. 65-72.

Because the lineage of the Stuart Court was from Scotland, Scottish tunes also became a
fashionable trend during the late 17th century in London. Four pieces in Playford’s collection
carried their original Scottish titles: “Roger of Coverly” (No. 10), “Johney Cock thy Beaver”
(No. 23), “A New Horn-pipe” (No. 26), and “A Division on a Ground, called, Green-Sleeves and
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Pudding-Pyes” (No. 27). No. 23 was composed upon a through bass and should not be
considered a “basso ostinato variation.” These works usually fall to the simpler, “improvised”
category rather than written out, well-structured compositions. In addition to music for the solo
violin, The Division Violin also includes works for two violins such as “A Division for two
Trebles on a Ground by Mr. Robert Smith” (No. 24) and “An Ayre for two Violins” (No. 25).
These two works require only simple violinistic techniques, with No. 24 published in a mirroring
format.79
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two violinists to play together by using the same music while standing on the opposite sides of a table.
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CHAPTER 4
PERFORMANCE PRACTICE FOR “MR. FARINELL’S GROUND” FROM
THE DIVISION VIOLIN
4.1

Overview
As mentioned in Chapter 1, composers from The Division Violin sometimes used pre-

existing grounds as their division base. In this chapter, I will discuss “A Division on a Ground
by Mr. Farinell” (No. 5), and its most famous folia (follia) ground.
Folia was a popular traditional folk dance in Portugal during the late 15th century. The
Spanish lexicographer Sebastián Covarrubias (1539-1613) described folia as “a particular
Portuguese dance, very noisy, because it involves many persons on foot, with rattles and other
instruments.”80 He continued to say that “the [folia] dance is so hasty, that they [dancers] all
look as if they were out of their minds, and thus was given its name, folia…which means
mindless, crazy, senseless, empty-headed.”81 According to this statement, we can assume that
the dance music is played in a fast tempo during the 16th century. In time, composers began
using the chord progressions of folia in an ostinato fashion with their instrumental variations.
For example, in his Trattado de glosas (1553), Diego Ortiz used the folia’s chord progression as
one of the ostinato bass lines. Based on this bass line, he composed several Recercadas for viola
da gamba and continuo.
American musicologist Richard Hudson divides folia into two periods: the early folia
(Ex. 20) and the later folia.82 In 1672, based on the framework of the early folia, Jean-Baptiste
Lully wrote his prototype for the later folia (Ex. 21).83 Lully not only established a standard
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chord progression but also fixed a sixteen-bar melody as the top line. This practice will serve as
the model for the later folia. In Examples 20 and 21, we can tell both types are written in a
sixteen-bar structure, in triple meter.
Ex. 20. Alessandro Piccinini: Partite variate sopra Folia (1623), mm. 1-15.

Example 20 shows a framework of early folia in the key of g minor. The theme begins
with a two quarter-note up beat, which leads to a strong down beat. The character of the early
folia is usually light and dance-like, therefore the tempo is usually on the slightly faster side.
Bars 3, 5, 7, and 11 include hemiolas.
Ex. 21. Jean-Baptiste Lully: Les Folies d’Espagne (1672), mm. 1-16.
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Example 21 shows the framework of a later folia in the key of d minor. Here, the
melodic line and rhythmic structure are familiar and easily recognizable to modern listeners.
Lully used dotted quarter notes on the second beat in measures 1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 13, and 15. The
strong beat falls on the longer, dotted-quarter note second beat, which makes up the new
rhythmic structure of the later folia. The Spanish guitar virtuoso Francesco Corbetta (c. 16151681) was the first composer to use the dotted-quarter note on all the second beats in his folia
compositions.84 This type of folia is almost always in d minor, and played in a slow and
dignified tempo.
Table 4. A comparison of Early and Later Folias.
•
•
•
•
•

Early folia
g minor
The melody begins
with a two quarternote upbeat
Strong beat on the
down beat
Light, dance-like
character
Fast tempo

Later folia (after 1672)
• d minor
• The melody begins
on the down beat
• Strong second beat,
which is usually
written in dottedquarter note
• More serious,
dignified character
• Slower tempo

During late 17th-century England, the folia tune was known as “Farinell’s Ground.” Prior
to The Division Violin, Playford had published the same tune under the title of “All joy to Great
Caesar” in his Apollo’s Banquet (1669).85 The tune he provided in the collection included a
theme with five simple variations, without a ground bass part.
Playford presumably acquired the work “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell”
directly from the French violinist-composer Michel Farinell (1649-1726) while the violinist was
84
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serving at King Charles II’s court between 1675 and 1679. The young Farinell had first studied
violin with Giacomo Carissimi (1605-1674) in Rome.86 Afterwards, he visited both Portugal and
Spain, before arriving in London in 1675. He stayed in London for four years and eventually
returned to France in 1679. Farinell subsequently served for one year at the court of King Louis
XIV from 1688 until his retirement in 1689.
Below I discuss the musical structure and the ideas in each variation of “Mr. Farinell’s
Ground” from The Division Violin, along with my suggested performance tempo, articulations,
bowings, and dynamics through a 17th-century historical viewpoint.
4.2

A Performer’s Analysis of Mr. Farinell’s Ground

4.2.1

Tempo
Divisions from Playford’s collection, just like most of the other works from the early

Baroque period, have no tempo indications. This allows today’s players more freedom to decide
a suitable tempo for themselves. In Judy Tarling’s Baroque String Playing for Ingenious
Learners, she concludes that four factors regulate the choice of tempo: time signature, written
word descriptions, type and style of a work, and speed of harmonic movement.87
As mentioned previously, most of the later folia works were played in a slower tempo
with a stately character. Moreover, the general tempo of each folia variation may change
depending on the scope of the work and the character of the rhythmic patterns in each variation.
The mood and style of each variation also dictate the tempo of each variation. For example,
Corelli’s Violin Sonata, Opus 5, No. 12, nicknamed La Folia sonata (1700), was the most
virtuosic, lengthy, and celebrated set of folia variations of its time. It includes a theme and 22
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variations. In certain variations, Corelli provided detailed tempo instructions. Table 5 below
shows his original tempi.
Table 5. Tempo markings from Corelli’s La Folia Sonata.
Tempo
Time
Main Rhythmic
Signature
Patterns
Adagio
3/4
Theme
,

Var. 2

Allegro

Var. 8

Adagio

Var. 9

Vivace

Var. 10

Allegro

3/8

Var. 11

Andante

C

Var. 12

Allegro

C

Var. 13

(Allegro)

12/8

Var. 14

Adagio

3/4

Var. 16

Allegro

Comment
Typical “short-long” folia
rhythm, a dotted-quarter note on
the second beat to create a strong
beat.
Continuous broken-chord eighth
notes.
2 eighth notes slurred.
Fast 4 sixteenth notes with a
sudden stop on a quarter note.
Meter change, harmonic
movement speeds up.
Meter changes again. Double
stops. Thematic dotted rhythm
is repeated here.
Continuous broken chords
moving in eighth notes.
Meter change.

,

Harmonic rhythm twice as slow
(from one chord per measure to
one chord every two measures).
Starts on the off-beat.

Mr. Farinell’s division, by contrast, was written in a simplistic way with less number of
variations. First, I will compare the differences of the thematic rhythmic ideas between the two
works: Mr. Farinell’s “short-long” rhythmic patterns stay unchanged through the whole section
(Ex. 22). Corelli’s folia theme, however, reverses the “short-long” rhythmic pattern into “longshort” ones at even-numbered measures throughout (Ex. 23). The reversed rhythmic pattern in
Corelli’s folia theme not only shows his imaginative musical ideas, but also changes the flow of
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the music. Mr. Farinell’s more straightforward approach to the theme shows the regular
rhythmic patterns with flowing, dance-like character.
Ex. 22. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Theme, mm. 1-4.

Ex. 23. Corelli: Op. 5, No. 12, La Folia, Theme, mm. 1-4.

Since Playford presumably obtained Michel Farinell’s division between 1675 and 1679
while the violinist was visiting London, it is therefore logical to categorize Mr. Farinell’s Ground
as a transitional piece between the early folia (before 1672) and Corelli’s later folia (1700). So, a
faster tempo is needed at the theme of Mr. Farinell’s Ground over the Adagio of Corelli’s.
In addition, there are fewer virtuosic elements in Mr. Farinell’s piece. The musical ideas
are less dramatic, and the meter changes less frequently between the variations. I would avoid
significant tempo changes between the sections.
A similar approach may be used in other division works from Playford’s collection. I
would suggest to first make a quick overview of the entire piece before playing. A division
normally includes a simple opening, and with the progression of each variation, the rhythmic
patterns will become more and more complicated. By examining the layers of a division, a
violinist chooses a tempo depending on the shortest-valued notes and the density of the rhythmic
figures and note values in each division. For example, the note values from “A Division on a
Ground by Cornel van Schmelt” (No. 16) include sixteenth notes almost everywhere except in
the theme, along with many ornamented thirty-second note passaggi sections. Therefore, one
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would be ill-advised to perform this division too fast. In general, tempo giusto should be applied
to most of the divisions.
Table 6. Suggested tempos for Mr. Farinell’s Ground.
Tempo

Theme

(Andante)

Var. 2

Dance-like

Var. 3

Lively

Var. 4

(Andante)

Var. 5

With energy

Var. 7

Singing style,
slightly slower

Var. 8

With energy

Var. 9

(Andante)

Var. 10

Lively again

4.2.2

Meter

3/4

Main
Rhythmic
Patterns

Comment

,
,

,

,

,

,

“Short-long“ iamb rhythm
throughout the whole section.
“Long-long-short-short” ionic
rhythm.
Broken chords in continuous
eighth note motions (Similar to
Corelli’s Var. 2).
Thematic rhythmic pattern
reappears a 3rd above from the
original.
Dactyl rhythmic pattern with
four eighth notes moving
upwards.
Double stops (Similar to
Corelli’s Var. 11). The quarter
rest on the third beat halts the
flow in each measure.
Four sixteenth notes with four
eighth notes.
Thematic rhythmic pattern
reappear a 5th above from the
original.
Theme is stated again a 3rd
above to conclude.

Structure of the Theme (mm. 1-16)
The sixteen-measure theme is a combination of two eight-measure phrases. The first and

second phrases move in similar chord progressions, changing one chord per bar, except for
measure 15, which includes two chords within one measure (Ex. 24).
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Ex. 24. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” main notes from Theme,
mm. 1-16.

Furthermore, each eight-measure phrase can be divided in half; the tonic note d’’ is the
center note in the first four-measure segment: d”-c”-sharp-d”-e”. The note e” in the fourth
measure could be interpreted as a passing note. Then, the theme moves downwards from the
note f” (m. 5) all the way to the note c”-sharp (m. 8) in the second segment (half cadence). Each
of the four-bar musical segments can be construed as a combination of two sets of the basic twobar musical idea. For example, the melodic progression of the first musical unit: d”-c”-sharp
(mm. 1-2) is moving in a mirror motion to the second unit: d”-e” (mm. 3-4).
4.2.3

Performance Suggestions
The main rhythmic figure in the theme is in “short-long” (iamb) rhythm (Ex. 25). The

accent falls on the second beat. Therefore, I suggest using a down bow on the second beat of
each measure to emphasize the strong beat. Furthermore, a small space between beats one and
two is needed. In this case, the performer should begin the work with an up bow, then lift the
bow before playing the next beat. Note e” from measure 1 is an ornament called accento (see
Chapter 3.1, “The 16th-Century Italian Diminution Manuals”). The bow should remain on the
string and connect from e” to c”-sharp of measure 2. See Example 25 for detailed bowing.
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Ex. 25. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Theme, mm. 1-16.

The theme is repeated three more times later in the piece, appearing in Variations 4, 9,
and 10. At the very beginning of the piece, the theme starts on the tonic note d”. When it is
repeated in Variation 4, it begins on note f”, a third above the tonic. Then, when it is repeated
again in Variation 9 (mm. 145-160), it starts on the note a”, a fifth above the tonic note (Ex. 26).
Ex. 26. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 9, mm. 145-156.

As previously stated, the melody of the theme goes down at the beginning of the second
measure (d”-c”-sharp in the theme and f”-e” in Variation 4). However, in Variation 9, Mr.
Farinell changed the rhythmic pattern into three sets of slurred eighth notes, moving in stepwise
motion (m. 146). The slurred eighth notes here should be executed unevenly, like the French
notes inégales. Similarly, the slurred dotted-eighth note with a sixteenth note rhythm should be
played in the same manner as m. 150 and mm. 153-156. Rather than elongating the dottedeighth notes and playing the sixteenth notes shorter, this rhythmic gesture should be played in a
gentle manner. When compared to the same rhythmic gestures in Variation 1 (mm. 17-32), the
dotted rhythms here present a more lively and light-hearted feeling. Performers should play this
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dotted rhythm precisely. I would suggest using the middle part of the bow, with short bow
strokes, to play this variation. To create an animated character for the variation, performers
should place their bows on the string before starting to play, followed by a small lift after playing
each dotted-eighth note (Ex. 27).
Ex. 27. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 1, mm. 17-20.

The rhythmic figure of a dotted-eighth note followed by a sixteenth note (accento) is a
very common rhythmic figure in late 17th-century divisions. Other examples of this rhythmic
figure include John Banister’s divisions, Nos. 19, 20, and 25, from The Division Violin.
According to Judy Tarling, the “long-long-short short” ionic rhythm in Variation 2 (mm.
33-48) is often used in dance music.88 The note on the second beat leaps down from the first
beat in each measure. All these rhythms should be played lightly and disconnectedly. As a
result, the bowing of down-up-up in m. 33 is recommended. The two eighth notes on the third
beat of m. 34 move in upward stepwise motion to the next measure. Here, I would emphasize
the first of the eighth notes of the third beat, connecting both eighth notes into the following
downbeat as a group (Ex. 28).
Ex. 28. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 2, mm. 33-38.

88

Judy Tarling, The Weapons of Rhetoric, 173.
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The broken chord in continuous eighth note motion in Variation 3 (mm. 49-64) is
reminiscent of the second variation of Corelli’s La Folia sonata. A short, staccato bowing in the
middle part of the bow is required in this variation (Ex. 29).
Ex. 29. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 3, mm. 49-54.

The main rhythmic patterns in Variation 5 (mm. 81-96) and Variation 8 (mm. 128-144)
are similar. Both variations include sixteenth notes on the first beat and four eighth notes on the
second and third beats. The four eighth notes in Variation 5, however, are moving in an upward
direction. Both variations should be played with short, energetic bow strokes. The notes on the
first beat f”-e”-f” from Variation 5 (m. 81), for example, constitute a mordent (shake) in dactyl
(long-short-short) rhythm. I would articulate the downbeat of each measure here, and then play
the four upward eighth notes with lighter bow strokes. It is also worth pointing out that the
second beat is always leaping down by a third from the downbeat. Successive up bows on the
second beat are needed here (Ex. 30).
Ex. 30. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 5, mm. 81-84.

Ex. 31. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 8, mm. 129-132.
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The turn notes of f”-e-f”-g” as four sixteenth note values on the first beat of Variation 8
(m. 129) require the bow to remain on the string while playing strongly. Comparing the first
beat of both Examples 30 and 31, one can see that both variations start on the note f”. However,
in Variation 5, the second beat moves downward to the note d” (m. 81), and in Variation 8, the
second beat moves up a third to the note a” (m. 129).
It is also noteworthy that Mr. Farinell used constant dactyl rhythms in the second half of
Variation 5 (Ex. 32). The rhythmic gesture here is used for its lively effect, and a small space
between the eighth note and two sixteenth notes is necessary. The emphasis here should be on
the eighth notes.
Ex. 32. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 5, mm. 89-92.

Variation 6 (mm. 97-112) again begins with the note f”. The main note of each measure
still shows the melodic contour of the theme, but at a third above: f”-e”-f”-g”-a”-g”-f”-e”. The
first eight bars of the variation (mm. 97-104) are written in quarter notes only, with the second
beat leaping down a third (Ex. 33). The quarter notes here should be played detached from each
other with the emphasis on each downbeat. As a result, the “down-up-up” bowing will work for
this rhythmic pattern. The quarter notes are then divided into eighth notes in the second half of
Variation 6 (Ex. 34). Unlike the staccato eighth-note section in Variation 3, this section should
be played with legato bows.
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Ex. 33. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 6, mm. 97-100.

Ex. 34. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 6, mm. 105-108.

The double stop section from Variation 7 (mm. 113-128) is one of the few divisions from
Playford’s collection that requires a more advanced playing technique. Other divisions from
Playford’s 1685 edition that include double stops are: “A Division on John Come Kiss” (No. 12)
and “A Prelude for the Violin” (No. 13), both by Thomas Baltzar; “Another Division upon
Paul’s Steeple” (No. 18) by an anonymous composer; and “Another Division on a Ground by
Mr. P. B” (No. 22). Foreign virtuosi, such as Thomas Baltzar and Michel Farinell, popularized
double stops playing for the English musicians and brought the technique into fashion in late
17th-century England.
The melody of Variation 7 in measure 113 (Ex. 35) starts with the first note moving to a
lower neighbor note, then returning to the original note. This is followed by a quarter note rest
on the third beat. The quarter note rest here interrupts the musical flow. Therefore, the emphasis
should be placed on the downbeat of each measure. I would begin each measure (mm. 113-118)
with a down bow. One should also lift the bow to create a space between the dotted-eighth note
and its ensuing sixteenth note at mm. 119 and 120. The “long-long-short-short” ionic rhythm of
Variation 2 is now presented in retrograde in mm. 121-124 of Variation 7. In Variation 2, the
two eighth notes on the third beat lead to the next downbeat, but here in mm. 121-124 of
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Variation 7, the emphasis should be placed on the two eighth notes on the downbeat, while the
following two beats in the measure are played with lighter articulations (See Ex. 35, mm. 121122).
Ex. 35. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 7, mm. 113-122.

The melodic contour of Variation 10 (mm. 161-176) f”-e”-f”-g”-a”-g”-f”-e” is exactly
the same as Variation 4, but this time, Mr. Farinell places the melody an octave lower in mm.
165-168 and mm. 173-176. Because the last two variations (Vars. 9 and 10) are both similar to
the theme, to avoid repetition, I suggest playing these two variations with different tempi,
characters, and dynamics. In Variation 9, I would use a longer bow stroke to keep the notes
more connected, with a singing and softer style. In Variation 10, I recommend using shorter bow
strokes that would produce a lively effect to end the piece. A faster tempo will also help raise
the energy level in the last variation. I recommend playing the bowing I have marked in
Example 36 to showcase the strong second beats of the various measures (Ex. 36).
Ex. 36. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 10, mm. 161-176.
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4.2.4

Dynamics
Similar to the lack of tempo markings, dynamic markings are also non-existent in The

Division Violin. This requires today’s performers to rely on their own inspiration and creativity.
It would be a dull performance if a violinist just chose one dynamic for the entire work. Each
performer can have his or her own choice regarding dynamics. This will make each a unique
performance.
In general, I would suggest to choose only one dynamic to suit the style of each variation.
However, depending on the shape of the melodic progression, the rhetorical effect of different
rhythmic patterns, and the musical character of each variation, there are two options one could
consider while performing divisions.
First, according to the contour of the melodic progression, a performer could have
melodic duality when there are two different voices included in one solo line. One should make
the two voices sound contrasting from each another, either by changing the dynamics or the
articulations of the bow. In Example 37, the main rhythmic pattern of Variation 8 is comprised
of four sixteenth notes followed by four eighth notes. The melodic line of four sixteenth notes
f”-e”-f”-g” is leading up to note a” on the second beat (m. 129). After the a”, the melody
changes from stepwise motion to broken chord movement, descending by an octave to the note
a’. I suggest that a violinist emphasize both f” and a” on the first and second beats, then play the
rest of the notes of the three broken chords lighter.
Ex. 37. Playford: No. 5, “A Division on a Ground by Mr. Farinell,” Var. 8, mm. 129-132.
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The second option is called “echo playing.” One can find this example in mm. 13-14 of
No. 2, “A Division on a Ground Paul’s Steeple” (Ex. 38). The quarter notes c”-f’ (m. 13) and
g’-e’ (m. 14) are echoing the rest of the quarter notes. I suggest making the two voices sound
differently by playing the higher voice with a stronger sound.
Ex. 38. Playford: No. 2, “A Division on a Ground Paul’s Steeple,” mm. 13-16.

Here are the dynamics that I would suggest when playing Mr. Farinell’s Ground. At the
beginning of the piece, I would play with softer dynamics in the theme and its related variations
(Vars. 4 and 9). In Variation 10, as mentioned before, I would conclude the piece with a stronger
dynamic, such as forte. Other forte sections include Variations 3, 5, and 8. These three sections
include either short, energetic bow strokes or sixteenth notes. In the dotted rhythm section (Var.
1) and dance-like sections (Vars. 2 and 6), I would play them with a mezzo forte or mezzo piano
dynamic. In the double stops section (Var. 7), I would choose a slower tempo to keep a peaceful,
tranquil character, and therefore a piano dynamic is needed.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
The form of the division and its way of layering the different combinations of musical
ideas not only stimulates a performer’s creative imagination, but also showcases his or her
virtuosic skills on the violin.
In the second half of the 17th century, the English division had replaced the traditional
fancy. It became the most important musical genre of the period. During its early years, the
division was improvised by professional musicians at live performances. These were not written
down. Consequently, only a few works from the early years are known today. Most were
written for the viol, and were thus not completely idiomatic to the violin. With the passing of
time and the rise of the amateur violin-loving middle class, publishers such as John Playford
began issuing written-out divisions in response to the demands of his customers. The style of the
later divisions was influenced by the music of Germany, France, and Italy, while still based on
popular English songs and folk tunes.
Playford’s The Division Violin was the most successful violin music publication of its
time in England, and was republished in numerous subsequent editions until the first decades of
the 18th century. By studying Playford’s collection, one gains a better understanding of the
development of the violin repertory and technique during late 17th-century England. Through
further study of 17th-century musical rhetoric and improvisatory technique, one could better
understand and perhaps recreate the art of performing these divisions.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF 16TH- AND EARLY 17TH-CENTURY ITALIAN DIMINUTION MANUALS
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Author
Silvestro
di Ganassi

Division Manual
*Opera intitulata
Fontegara
*Regola rubertina

Year/Place of
Publication
1535, Venice

Name(s) of
Instrument
Recorder

1542, Venice

Viola da
gamba
Viola da
gamba

Diego
Ortiz

Trattado de glosas

1553, Rome

Girolamo
Dalla Casa

Il vero modo di diminuir

1584, Venice

All types of
instruments
and voice

Giovanni
Bassano

Ricercate, passaggi et
cadentie per potersi
esercitar nel diminuir
terminatamente con ogni
sorte d’istrumento

1585, Venice

All types of
instruments
and voice

Giovanni
Luca
Conforti

Breve e facile maniera

1593, Rome

Voice

Giovanni
Battista
Bovicelli

Regole, passaggi di musica, 1594, Venice
madrigal et motetti
passegiati

Voice

Giulio
Caccini

Nuove musiche

1601/02,
Florence

Voice

Francesco
Rognoni

Selva de varii passaggi

1620, Venice

Part I-Voice
Part II-String
and wind
instruments
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Comments
His manual only
included fragments of
ornamentation as
examples.
Two-part manual. He
encouraged performers
to write down his
diminution in their
music.
Phrase by phrase
presentation of the
original work and his
ornamentation. Smooth
and sequential melodic
movements.
Three sections. He used
varied rhythmic patterns,
including dotted
rhythms, an eighth note
with two sixteenth, and
one sixteenth followed
by groups of 32nds.
Treatise meant for
ensemble playing.
Two-part structure. This
treatise presented simple
and easy ornamentation
for beginners.
Two-part structure. This
manual showed a heavily
ornamented, virtuosic
style.
He emphasized the
importance of the text
over florid passaggi
passages.
Two-part structure.

APPENDIX B
“REGOLE DELLA DIMINUTIONE” (RULES OF THE DIMINUTION) FROM
IL DOLCIMELO BY AURELIO VIRGILIANO
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Regole della diminutione (rules of diminution) from Il dolcimelo by Aurelio Virgiliano89:
1. The diminutions should move by step as much as possible.
2. The notes of the division will be alternately good and bad notes.
3. All the division notes which leap must be good (i.e., consonant).
4. The original note must be sounded at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the
measure, and if it is not convenient to return to the original note in the middle, then at
least a consonance and never a dissonance (except for the upper fourth) must be sounded.
5. When the subject goes up, the last note of the division must also go up; the contrary is
also true.
6. It makes a nice effect to run to the octave either above or below, when it is convenient.
7. When you leap an octave, it must be upward and not downward, in order not to clash
with the other voices.
8. The division must never move away from the subject by more than a fifth below or
above.
9. Only on the two Gs in the middle [g’] may the division move away from the subject
seven degrees above and seven below, but this is conceded only in a fury of sixteenth
notes.
10. When you find two thirds going upward (g’-b’-d’), you may use the fourth below [the
first note], because it will be the octave of the final note. The same is true of descending
thirds.

89

Bruce Dickey, “Ornamentation in Early Seventeenth-Century Italian Music,” in A Performer’s Guide to
Seventeenth-Century Music (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2012), 296-297.
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APPENDIX C
TABLE OF CONTENTS FROM THE SECOND EDITION OF THE DIVISION VIOLIN (1685)
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No.

Title

1

Mr. Redding’s
Division on a
Ground.
Paul’s Steeple, a
Division on a
Ground.
A Division on Mr.
Paulwheel’s
Ground.

Valentine
Reading

4

Old Simon the
King, a Division
on a Ground. The
first and second
part.

Anonymous

5

A Division on Mr.
Farinel’s Ground.

Michel
Farinell

6

A Division on a
Ground, by Mr.
Simpson.

Christopher
Simpson

2

3

Composer

Anonymous

Paulwheel

Basso
(Grounds)
4-bar ground
bass repeated
16 times.
8-bar ground
bass repeated 8
times.
Ground bass in
binary form: A
and B sections.
For
performance,
repeat AABB 3
times.
Two sets of 4bar ground
bass. The first
set repeats 10
times in the
first part of the
division; the
second set
repeats 10
times in the
second half of
the division.
16-bar ground
bass repeated
11 times. The
ground can be
divided into 2
eight-bar
sections. The
first section
stops on the
half cadence.
16-bar ground
bass in binary
form: sections
A and B.
Perform in the
order: AABB
AABB AAB.
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Comments
Scordatura technique.

Same tune can also be found
in The English Dancing
Master, No. 69.

Same melody can be found
in Apollo’s Banquet, No. 71.

Folia tune. The melody can
also be found in Apollo’s
Banquet, under the title of
“All joy to Great Caesar,”
No. 72.

7

8

9

10
11

A Division called
Tollet’s Ground.

George
Tollet

4-bar ground
bass repeated
22 times.
Another Division
John Banister Same ground
on Paulwheel’s
bass as No. 3.
Ground.
For
performance:
repeat AA BB
3 times.
A Division on a
Christopher
16-bar ground
Ground, by Mr.
Simpson
bass in binary
Simpson.
form. For
performance:
AB AA BB.
Roger of Coverly, Anonymous No ground
a jigg.
bass.
A Division on
Davis Mell
8-bar ground
John come kiss, by
bass repeated
Mr. Mell.
13 times.

12

A Division on
John come kiss me
now, by Senior
Balshar.

Thomas
Baltzar

Same ground
bass as No. 11.
8-bar ground
bass repeated
15 times.

13

A Prelude for the
Violin, by Senior
Balshar.
A Division on a
Ground, by Mr.
Frecknold.
A Prelude for the
Violin, by Mr.
Mell.
A Division on a
Ground, by Cor.
van. Shmelt.

Thomas
Baltzar

Prelude.
No ground
bass.
8-bar ground
bass repeated
13 times.
Prelude.
No ground
bass.
16-bar ground
bass can be
divided into
two parts. The
first half stops
on the half
cadence. For
performance,
repeat 4 times.

14

15

16

Frecknold

Davis Mell

Cornel van
Schmelt
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Simpson used turns and
gruppo at the end of the
division.

Scottish jigg.
The ground is based on the
traditional tune “John come
kiss.” The ground bass is
moving in passamezzo
moderno progression.
Division based on the same
tune “John come kiss” as
No. 11. Baltzar used double
stops technique in the
division, which also
requires playing in third
position.
Free, improvisational style.

The division was written in
16th-century Italian
diminution style. Schmelt
frequently applied 32nd
notes passaggi in this
division.

17

18

19

20

21

22

A Prelude for the
Violin, by Mr.
Mell.
Another Division
upon Paul’s
Steeple.
A Division on a
Ground, by Mr.
John Banister, in F
fa ut.
A second Division
on a Ground, by
Mr. John Banister,
in B mi flat.
Another Division
on a Ground, by
Mr. Tollet.
A Division on a
Ground, by Mr.
Becket.

Davis Mell

Anonymous

Same ground
bass as No. 2,
repeated 17
times.
John Banister 8-bar ground
bass repeated
19 times.

George
Tollet
P. Becket

Johney, cock thy
Beaver, a Scotch
Medly.

Anonymous

24

A Division on a
Ground for two
Violins, by Mr.
Robert Smith.
An Ayre for two
Violins, by Mr.
Banister.

Robert Smith

A new Scotch
Horn-pipe.
A Division on a
Ground, called,
Green-Sleeves and
Pudding-Pyes.

Anonymous

26
*27

The division is based on the
same tune as No. 2.

John Banister 4-bar ground
bass repeated
45 times.

23

25

Prelude. No
ground bass.

8-bar ground
bass repeated
28 times.
No ground
bass.

A throughcomposed
ground bass
with 9
sections.
8-bar ground
bass repeated
12 times.

John Banister No ground
bass.

Anonymous

No ground
bass.
8-bar ground
bass repeated
15 times.
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The title in the 1684 edition
lists this division as
“Another Division on a
Ground, by Mr. P. B.”
The original ground bass is
missing.
Scottish tune

Printed in table-book
(mirror) format.

English Ayre.
Dotted rhythm throughout
the whole work.
4 sets of 4-bar phrases,
through-composed work.
Melody can also be found in
Apollo’s Banquet, No. 73.

*28

*29

*30

A third Division
on a Ground, by
Mr. John Banister,
in D sol re.
A Division on a
Ground, by Mr.
Anthony Poole, in
D sol re.

John Banister 8-bar ground
bass repeated
17 times.

Another Division
upon a Ground, by
Mr. Anthony
Poole, in E la mi.

Anthony
Poole

Anthony
Poole

Ground bass is
in binary form:
AB. The
ground bass in
A Section is
12-bars long;
the ground
bass in B
Section is 10bars long. For
performance,
repeat AA BB
7 times.
Ground bass is
in binary form:
AB. For
performance,
repeat AABB 3
times.

* Additional divisions in the second edition (1685).
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John Playford provided
instructions for playing this
ground bass.
The work includes 7
variations, each variation is
44-bar long (with the
ground bass played in AA
BB sequence).

APPENDIX D
A DIVISION ON JOHN COME KISS, BY MR. MELL (1685)
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70

71

APPENDIX E
A DIVISION ON JOHN COME KISS ME NOW, BY SENIOR BALSHAR (1685)
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73

74

75

APPENDIX F
A DIVISION ON MR. FARINEL [FARINELL]’S GROUND (1685)

76

77

78

APPENDIX G
VIOLIN SONATA IN D MINOR, OP. 5, NO. 12 LA FOLIA BY ARCANGELO CORELLI
(1700)
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A PRACTICAL EDITION OF A DIVISION ON MR. FARINELL’S GROUND
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